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Here is the ultimate test preparation package for ESL students planning to take the TOEFL iBT. It

consists of the new 14th edition of    BarronÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s TOEFL iBT manual, by Pamela J. Sharpe,

Ph.D.,  10 audio CDs, which provide audio prompts for all of the bookÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s test questions  a

CD-ROM, which presents computerized versions of all the bookÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s model tests plus a bonus

iBT test with automatic scoring  And an English vocabulary builder, the latest edition of

BarronÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Essential Words for the TOEFL, by Stephen J. Matthiesen.
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Barron's TOEFL iBT SuperpackI definitely recommend this pack to anyone who's planning to pass

the TOEFL at the first shot!It's very complete preparation program and it gives you a lot of tips to

make out of the TOEFL a success.I got it a week before taking the test, Took about 2 days on the

book "Words you need to know for the TOEFL" and then I basically used the CD for performing

Toefl test models to verify my time etc.If you've got a decent level of English don't bother paying

$1000+ TOEFL preparation courses 'cause you'll do exactly the same that you'll find in this book.

I read in other comments that there is a link or Q code to get the audio download for the listening

and speaking sections of the practice tests. I can't find it! Any help would be greatly appreciated!

The rest of the book is great! Very realistic practice tests, a variety of strategy development

exercises, and a detailed explanation of what to expect on the test make this a great resource.



I bought this product a week ago. It arrived on time, every thing was good. The book is good, the

small book comes with is good but when I started doing the full test, I started to feel really annoyed.

When I take the full test, it skips some questions and at the end of the test you end up with 9

unanswered questions. Moreover it shows the questions I did right as wrong. It shows the same

choice as a right answer but still gives red mark telling I did wrong. So these really demotivate you,

because you wanna see how well you scored but constantly facing with problems is frustrating. Still

if you want to evaluate yourself with the chart ( number of right answer Vs. scaled scores) you can

benefit from the material. There are 8 full practice tests, so plenty of exercise.

I have studied only 2 weeks for the TOEFL and focused on only the speaking and writing part. I

used this book for exercise purposes. I has lots of exercises and helped me improve my speaking

strategy, which I have found very useful. If you have a sound background, then I think this book will

give you the fine-tuning you need to score above 100 in the actual TOEFL exam. Although it

contains some typos, they are not all over the entire book, and every single book has editing errors.

I think this book is worth buying. As far as I know no other book out there in the market has 7 full

mock TOEFL exams, which makes this book unique.I also suggest you Speaking and Writing

Strategies for the TOEFL iBT (Book & Audio CD) by Bruce Stirling for especially writing part of the

exam. I think this book really boosted my score in the writing section of the TOEFL. For speaking

practices, you might want to take a look at Mastering Skills for the TOEFL iBT, 2nd Edition

Advanced Speaking.By the way, I got 112 overall (Reading 28, Listening 30, Speaking 25, Writing

29). Good Luck on the exam.

This is a great and complete kit for preparing and passing the TOEFL exam for foreign educated

people planning to join universities in North America. It has a complete set of material for preparing

in all aspects of the TOEFL iBT test. I recommend this as one and only kit if you want to pass the

TOEFL iBT on first try. I got this for my Niece who is preparing to go to graduate school here in the

US and she passed the TOEFL iBT test on the first attempt just using this kit.

good and fast

Excellent product. I highly recommend it to anyone interested in taking the TOEFL iBT Test.



Very useful.Full of sample questions.
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